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ABSTRACT: The Internet of Things aims to make life 

less complex by computerizing every little task around us. 

While IoT is helping to robotize errands, the benefits of 

IoT can also be achieved by updating current security 

metrics. Well-being, the basic concern of any company, 

has not been immaculate by IoT. Gas leaks in open or 

closed regions can end up being risky and deadly. 

However, the usual gas leak detection systems have 

incredible precision, they do not recognize a couple of 

components in the field of alarming people about the spill. 

In this way, we have used IoT innovation to make a gas 

leak detector for society that has smart alert procedures, 

_______________________________________________  

including sending instant messages to the concerned 

position and an ability to conduct an information review on 

sensor readings. Our main point is to propose the gas spill 

frame and when the cylinder weight is lower than the 

established edge, the data will be sent to cloud. The cloud 

alert message will send the customer about the reserving 

for the cylinder. This will identify the destructive gases 

and alert the member of the society through the alarm and 

send the notification. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

LPG is contained in commercial propane and commercial 

butane, which has also inundated some hydrocarbons 

splashed by the sun. Due to its adaptable nature of LPG, it 

is used as a part of various needs, for example, family unit 

fuel, mechanical fuel, auto flex fuel, light, etc. and the 

enthusiasm for LPG extends reliably little by little. 

Consolidated petroleum gas is used for the most part in 

homes and vehicles, since the fuel represents its attractive 

impacts, which are coupled with a high calorific value, 

LPG produces less smoke and is not a big problem for the 

land. Vapor oil is another of the most widely used fuels in 

homes. The two spend to make clean imperative, anyway 

there is a real possibility about the spill. Gases that are 

several times heavier than air do not mix effectively and 

can cause suffocation when absorbed, in addition, spill 

gases when ignited can cause explosions. The number of 

passes in view of the impact of the gas barrels has been 

extended starting late. It is necessary for a system to 

recognize and also avoid the spill of LPG. Before the 

improvement of electronic home gas discoverers during 

the 1990s, the proximity of gas was recognized with a 

deceptively infused role that changed its concealment 

when it was introduced to gas. Starting now and for the 

foreseeable future, various advances and devices have 

been made to distinguish and detect, and alert to the 

spillage of a wide group of gases. This day, storing a barrel 

of LPG is now just a substance SMS away. Oil 

associations have moved the customer service organization 

called IVRS (Interactive Voice Response) for their 

customers. Our system provides security against the gas 

spill, recognizes the spill and makes the control move over 

it. It is valuable for us to avoid impact in the same way as 

having a course of action for the modified gas booking. 

 

2 RELATED WORK 

There are different techniques for gas reserve in the current 

framework. This framework shows that additional time is 

required to transport LPG after reservation. There is no 

such facility for persistent gas level verification 

framework. And furthermore, there is no agreement for gas 

spill discovery and gas leak control activity. We are all 

exceptionally busy in our daily lives and it is difficult to 

know the state of the LPG gas cylinder. In the event that 

LPG is completed without informing us, it can be an 

extremely problematic condition for cooking, etc. There 

are no facilities for gas spill identification and control 

activity.

• Current system in Village We reserve the gas cylinder 
when it is emptied by calling the gas organization and the 

office will give us the reservation number, with this 

reservation number we obtained the receipt from the 

office. At that point, one must go to the store space to take 

the cylinder. 
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• Current system in the city. In the current framework, 
there is the possibility of reserving gas by calling the 

organization and, consequently, listing a versatile number 

and the owner's address. The organization then delivers the 

cylinder in that address. However, a problem also occurs in 

the event that the gas is completed within those days, at 

that time we have to wait for the conveyance of LPG. 

• Smart gas reserve system Our proposed plan can help us 
avoid these kinds of problems in our daily lives. Our 

structure depends on the ARM controller, it constantly 

monitors the gas level. In the event that the gas level 

reached to below threshold, at that point, of course, the 

sending of SMS to the organization and the cylinder is 

reserved. It also has a provision to recognize the gas spill 

and the control, the buzzer turns on automatically and 

turns off the house power supply if the gas spill occurs. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] T. Machappa, M. Shashikala and M. V. N. Ambika 

Prasad presented a framework that obstructs electricity 

increases with incremental increases in gas regrouping. 

The variation in resistance depends on polyaniline dopants, 

such as metal oxides, bimetal oxides (ceramic), etc. The 

conduction, the variation of the resistance of the detection 

material is carried out either by the activity of the 

atmospheric substance on the detection surface and / or by 

direct action, the reaction of the lattice substance or the 

space substance with the unit Gas Control The gas 

detection mechanism. Throughout this, the gas detection 

behavior of the polyaniline compound unit and the 

polyaniline salt is given. 

 [2] L.P. Deshmukh, T.H. Mujawar, M.S. Kasbe, S.S. 

Mule, J.Akhtar and N.N. Maldar provides the abstract 

design for observing the outpouring of LPG into the 

atmosphere. The LabVIEW programming environment is 

developed to connect a large area. The gas concentration 

leak level is performed using the LabVIEW graphical 

interface. The nodes and the network are configured in this 

program. The measurements taken by the sensor nodes 

through the coordination node using the USB and ZigBee 

interface are also captured in this program. When the 

system detects the gas leakage, it sends a SMS alert to the 

user and also it activates the alarm. The gas flow emission 

is also controlled by using the solenoid valve. The output 

of the system is supervised using the personal computer or 

laptop. 

 [3]FabienChraim, Yusuf Bugra Erol, Kris Pister had 

explained the gas leakage solution for industrial places. 

Since the leakage of gas in the industries are unknown, the 

gas sensors are kept around the places where the gas 

leakage is possible. The information from these sensors are 

then send to the single system. The two techniques used 

are fixed instrumentation and mobile sensing. The mobile 

sensors are placed in the suspective sources and the 

readings are evaluated in that spot. These readings are then 

transmitted to the users or workers through wireless 

connection. But the main drawback is that the localization 

accuracy is under 5m. 

 [4] Kumar Keshamoni and Sabbani Hemanth planned 

sensitive observation of gas level, reserve, and 

victimization of IoT gas detectors. During this time, the 

amount of gas within the instrumentation is constantly 

monitored and it also informs the different branches to 

place the new LPG bottle. The radio frequency module is 

used to allow the user to use it easily and this module 

consists of the transmitter and receiver kit. Transmitter 3 is 

an encoder kit that connects to the main card, and the 

receiver is a decoder kit that connects to the secondary 

card. In addition to being easy to use, it also has the 

advantage of providing the same information. The 

temperature sensor is also used to detect errors that occur 

due to the surrounding environment. The main 

disadvantage of this system is that the use of a processor 

instead of the controller and more there is no security for 

the user. 

 

3 PROPOSED WORK 

Methodology 

As it appeared on the block diagram, the ARM7 LPC-2148 

controller is used to monitor the entire operating system. 

The load cell, Wi-Fi, LCD, relay, buzzer is associated with 

the ARM controller. When the power supply is associated 

with the system LCD screen, Wi-Fi will initialize. The 

load cell persistently sends the cylinder weight to the 

controller. The ARM controller continues to accept the 

information from the load cell, process it and at any point 

where the weight of the cylinder is less than the 

established limit, the data will be sent to the cloud. Cloud 

alert message will be sent to client about reserving for the 

cylinder. LPGSensor is utilized to identify if there should 

arise an occurrence of spillage in gas a caution will be 

raised and ready SMS will be sent to the client and 

naturally turn off the home power supply. 
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Load cell: We have used strain gauges as a weight 

sensor. The capacity of the voltage meter is to give output 

voltage according to the force / weight applied to it. The 

sensor changes over the applied force in a related electrical 

sign. The output of the weight sensor is analog. It is 

delivered to a digitizing plate that accompanies this weight 

sensor. The capability of the digitizer board is to provide 

an advanced output that corresponds to simple information 

obtained from the weight sensor. This digital output is 

delivered to the ARM controller for additional handling. 

LPG weight = Actual weight received by weight sensor 

- Actual weight of empty gas cylinder. 

 

LPG Gas Sensor : Used to identify the LPG gas spill, 

which corresponds to the detected LPG gas. The MQ 2 gas 

sensor is used as a LPG sensor, butane and propane sensor 

to create alerts when there is a spill of these gases from the 

source. MQ2 is an exceptionally delicate gas sensor for 

petroleum-based gases, but less sensitive to alcohol and 

carbon dioxide. This basic sensor can be inserted into the 

kitchen to warn of LPG spillage. 

 

Buzzer: The buzzer is used to demonstrate to the 

customer about the threshold level. The buzzer is given 

this Framework that lights up after the LPG gas spill. At 

that point, people close to the gas cylinder get to know 

about the gas leakage. 

 

LCD screen: We have also given liquid crystal display 

(LCD screen) to this frame. We have used 16 * 2 

alphanumeric presentations. The LCD display shows the 

actual weight of the gas and simultaneously displays 

different status messages such as "The gas has reached a 

value of 20%" or "The gas has reached an estimate of 5%". 

The LCD screen is also useful for testing. 

 

Wi-Fi Module: The ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module is a 

standalone SOC with a consolidated TCP / IP convention 

stack that can give any microcontroller access to your Wi-

Fi network. The ESP8266 is configured to either promote 

an application or download all Wi-Fi organization limits 

from another application processor. Each ESP8266 module 

comes pre-modified with an AT firmware set that adds this 

to the Arm board and gets almost the same Wi-Fi limit. 

The ESP8266 module is an extraordinarily minimal effort 

board with a huge and continually developing group. 

 

Relay: A relay is an electromagnetic switch. We are using 

the SPDT relay. Consists of an input setterminal for one or 

more control signals, and a set of operational contact 

terminals. Whenever gas leakage is detected through the 

MQ-2 gas sensor, the relay will turn off the home power 

source. 

 

Cloud Computing - enables businesses to get their 

applications up and running faster with improved 

manageability and less maintenance. As long as the 

cylinder weight is below the threshold, a message will be 

sent to the Cloud. The cloud alert message will send the 

customer about the reserve for the cylinder. 

 

Application 

1. Purpose of the house 

2. Gas agency 

3. Hotels 

 

Future work 

1.The system can run on battery as it consumes very little 

power. 

2. Automatic activation of the fire extinguisher, in case fire 

is detected near the cylinder to avoid 

greatest threat 

3. Automatic sending of messages to the nearest fire 

station. 

 

Software components: 

Keil vision 5 

Flash magic 

 

 

4 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

STEP 1: The system is powered on by an external power 

source. 

STEP 2: Initializing the ARM controller, the Wi-fi module 

and the LCD screen. 

STEP 3: Read the load cell, the mcu node pins, and the gas 

sensor. 

STEP 4: If the cylinder weight is below the threshold, send 

"EMPTY" to the cloud. 

STEP 5: If gas leak is detected, turn on the buzzer and turn 

off the home power supply automatically through the mcu 

node. 

STEP 6: go to step 3 
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5 RESULT 

We have used the automatic gas reserve alert 

system without human intervention. Our system 

helps clients improve their safety ,life and protects 

property from accidents. Automatically orders a 

new cylinder when LPG reaches below threshold 

level and owner receives status message. It also 

detects gas leakage from the MQ-2 gas sensor and 

turns on the buzzer. It also sends the alert message, 

additionally turns off the home power supply. 

 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

The prototype developed will not only offer users 

security against LPG. However, this system 

provides alert information to the customer's mobile 

when a gas spill occurs. It also gives an alert 

indication buzzer. When compared to the other 

system, it creates a less expensive, accurate, and 

safe technique for the citizen to also provide quick 

alerts compared to the other prototype. You have 

more possibilities of using it in different 

applications, so it will give a more effective result. 

And our project will prove to be boon for 

household and industries
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